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• Total Functioning Labs in Pakistan
• Total Testing Capacity
• Testing Conducted Last 24 hrs

-

146
73,232
40,167
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1.

International
a.

UN chief said that COVID was out of control and blamed "a lack of global
preparedness, cooperation, unity and solidarity."

b.

Israel has prevented prayers in Al-Aqsa Mosque on coronavirus pretext.

c.

Chinese health official said that WHO has given China its support and
understanding to start administering experimental coronavirus vaccines to
people while clinical trials were still underway.

d.

US biotech firm Novavax said it was initiating its final Phase III clinical trial
for its experimental coronavirus vaccine.

e.

Brazil has decided to join the global coronavirus vaccine partnership known
as COVAX.

f.

Japanese researchers have developed a blood test they say appears to
serve as an early warning system for serious cases of COVID-19 and
deployed 500 prototype machines to trial its effectiveness nationwide.

g.

Russian authorities have said that it does not plan to impose severe
lockdown restrictions despite a growing number of COVID-19 cases.

h.

More than 80 per cent of Britain's population is not following social isolation
guidelines when they have COVID-19 symptoms or had contact with someone
who has tested positive.

i.

lawmaker in US House of Representatives has said that they are working on a
$2.2 trillion coronavirus stimulus package.

j.

India's COVID-19 tally crossed 5.82 million after the health ministry reported
86,052 new cases in the last 24 hours.

k.
2.

Rio (Brazil) has postponed world-famous carnival over COVID-19.

National
a.

President Dr Arif Alvi said the government's strategy of a smart lockdown
was very effective in controlling the spread of the novel coronavirus.

b.

SAPM on Health Dr Faisal Sultan has tweeted that international travelers
coming to Pakistan from October 5 will require a negative PCR (travelers
from some countries are exempt from this) and Download “Pass track App”
& fill out information.

c.

Sindh CM says virus is still there and urged public to ensure preventive
measures.

